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Here you can find the menu of Full Flava Cafe in DARCH. At the moment, there are 18 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Full Flava Cafe:

First time to this little cafe and was quite surprised with the food. It was very busy with takeaways and table
orders. Food and drinks arrived very quickly and the staff attentive. Only complaint is that it is open to the

shopping centre so can get a bit noisy. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a
wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have

something. What User doesn't like about Full Flava Cafe:
We have been going here for many years, but during the past 6 months the vibe has changed, and sadly , not for
the better.The staff taking orders seem to have their attention elsewhere as you place your order. As a result, you
repeat many times what you want.The coffee used to be always excellent, but recently I have had to ask for it to
be remade. The food quality has diminished, and the prices have gone up. The hea... read more. At Full Flava

Cafe in DARCH, tasty Australian meals are freshly made for you with a lot of affection and the original
ingredients like bush tomatoes and caviar limes, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, simple snacks and

chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. You can also look forward to scrumptious vegetarian cuisine, The
visitors of the restaurant also appreciate the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant has to offer.
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Sandwiche�
EGG SANDWICH

Sauce�
GRAVY

Desser�
CREPES

America� Foo�
EGGS BENEDICT

Pop Tart�
BLUEBERRY

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

So� drink�
JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

CHEESECAKE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

SANDWICH

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

BACON

EGG
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Monday 06:30 -17:30
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Wednesday 06:30 -17:30
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